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Abstract: The ventilation of the middle-ear (ME) is achieved by the mucosa covering the bony cavities
of this segment, which we have previously defined as consisting of two distinct epithelial areas,
each representing an independent organ with characteristic function: the D-Organ and the F-Organ.
The D-Organ corresponds to the epithelium covering the Antrum walls (belonging to the central
cavities of the middle-ear) and the walls of mastoid and petrous cavities (peripheral cavities of the
ME); it ensures the D-Function, the biophysical process comparable to that of energy-consuming
ionic membrane pumps, works against electrical trans-membrane gradients to transfer gas molecules
against trans-membrane and trans-cellular pressure gradients. The F-Organ corresponds to the
epithelium covering the Protympanum, Tympanic Cavity and Aditus ad Antrum (central cavities
of ME). The F-Function is represented by the permeability of cell membranes for respiratory gases.
This is a general function of all cells and the size of the cellular membrane surface (luminal and basal)
and the height of the cell (distance between the two membranes) determines the diffusion flow for
each molecular type of gas. The present work aims to give an original point of view on middle-ear
geometry and precedence over ME mucosa affliction or structural-anatomic type of the mastoid
(pneumatic, pneumato-diploic, diploic, sclerotic). This type of approach to the problem has never
been attempted since the two organs have never been previously defined. We aim to establish a clear
topographic structure for these two organs within the reference system represented by the anatomy
of ME cavities and to establish the reasons why the mastoid and petrous cavitary system grow or
stop growing at a certain point in the life of an individual.

Keywords: middle ear pressure; ventilation; anatomy; physiology; geometrical modeling

1. Introduction

The inside of ME cavities has been defined as representing one of the three state
parameters (volume Vε) that completely defines a thermo-dynamic system εT consisting of
a mix ε of σ types of respiratory gases saturated with water vapors at absolute temperature
Tε ((1)–(4)):

εT = εT (pε, Vε, Tε) (1)

Tε = 310.15 ◦K (2)

tε = 37 ◦C (3)

T0 = 273.15 ◦K (4)
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The partial pressure of water vapors pεH2O is a function of barometric pressure p0 and
temperature so that, since p0 and Tε are constant, pεH2O is also constant throughout all
processes and states to be discussed ((5) and (6)) [1–3]:

p0 = 760 torr (5)

pεH2O = pεH2O(p0, Tε) = 47torr = const (6)

It has also been stated that the ME epithelium represents the interface between the
thermodynamic system εT and the external environment, the latter also being a completely
defined thermodynamic system MT [4]. It has also been experimentally proven that the ME
mucosa is mandatorily constituted of two distinct regions, each conducting its own work,
LF

U and LD
U of equal size and opposite directions [4,5]. The exchange in mechanical work

between the two systems (εT and MT) insures thermodynamic equilibrium between them,
according to the 1st Principle of Thermodynamics.

The first region of ME mucosa is the F-Organ representing a surface element for the
diffusion of the three types of respiratory gases σ, according to Fick’s law, from the ME to
the internal environment of the body, based on pressure difference ∆pσ between σ types of
respiratory gases on each side of the surface, within the time interval τ.

The second region of ME mucosa is the D-Organ which pumps within a time interval τ
(same as described for the F-Organ) the same quantity m∆ or ν∆ of gas mix diffused through
the F-Organ so that the mass mε and total pressure pε of the gas mix inside the ME remain
constant [4].

We aim to establish a clear topographic structure for the two defined organs within the
reference system represented by the anatomy of ME cavities, namely, to specify a biunique
correspondence between the D and F-Organ and the two epithelial regions of the mucosa
covering the ME cavities.

Our study is based on purely theoretical calculation and anatomical measurements
already established as valid by other studies but the novelty is the accurate description
of two previously undefined organs, D and F, and their extent within the ME. We aim to
establish a totally new paradigm of mastoid growth, pathology and anatomy.

The current knowledge in Embryology, Anatomy, Histology and Cytology constitutes the
starting point for the present work. We especially study the data that has no categorical and
definitive explanation at this point: the bony cavities of the middle-ear reach full develop-
ment within the 7th month of intrauterine growth (Protympanum, Tympanic cavity*, Aditus
and Antrum) [6]; the Protympanum, Aditus and Antrum reach maximum volume starting
from the 7th month of fetal development [6]; the tympanic cavity* registers only a 20% increase
in volume and only within the first 6 months after birth which could be explained by the
change in tympanic membrane (TM) position during this period [6]; the volume of inner
ear bone cavities (osseous labyrinth) reaches full development simultaneously with the
central cavities of the ME, only the ottic capsule has an appositional growth, simultaneous
to the post-natal development of the body [6]; the tympano-ossicular apparatus reaches
its maximum dimensions during the 7th fetal month [6]; the amplitude of peripheral ME
cavities development (mastoid and petrous systems) is a random independent continuous
statistic variable, governed by the normal law of probability (Gauss-Laplace Law) [7–11]; the
probability of chronic inflammation of ME mucosa is inversely proportional to the amplitude
of mastoid cavitary system development but the connection is yet to be explained in a
categorical and definitive fashion [7–11].

2. Materials and Methods

The fundamental question in otology as stated in the 19th century is: who has prece-
dence, the anatomic structure of the mastoid (4 types of structures related to the degree of
pneumatization*) or the affliction of the ME mucosa?

Some otologists such as Diamant considered that the Anatomic type of mastoid has
precedence and stated the endogenous hypothesis (genetical) according to which the types of
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mastoids are genetical characteristics and the sclerotic and diploic types predispose or facili-
tate disease. Other authors such as Wittmack stated that the disease comes first and type of
mastoid is determined by its presence, formulating the exogenous hypothesis (environmental).
Disease, in turn, is determined by aggressive agents both from the environment or within
the organism and therefore external to the epithelial cells of the mucosa, hence the name
of the theory. The authors of the present article advocate for the exogenous theory and all
previous, present or future works will aim to prove its validity.

From the previous paragraphs, we retain the fact that various parts of the ME function
differently as far as anatomic growth is concerned. If we consider this behavior as geometric-
chronological division criteria, we will obtain, as the first of the ME division, the following
two members:

- The ME with constant geometry (invariable; immutable; fixed) includes the Protympanum,
Tympanic cavity*, Aditus and Antrum. All these segments have the same dimensions*
throughout post-natal life starting from the 7th month of fetal life; (this statement
assumes the calculated error—[7]):

E*: E* = −5.1% (7)

- The ME with variable geometry includes mastoid and petrous cavities.

It has been proven, both histologically and cytologically [12–18], that the epithelium of the
ME mucosa is composed of two distinct regions with specific characteristics:

- Pseudo-unistratified heterogenous epithelium and unistratified but with a pattern of prism-
shaped cell of dominant variable dimension hF, perpendicular to the basal membrane
(Figure 1). This type of epithelium can be found in most of the mucosa with immutable
geometry (Protympanum; Tympanic cavity, Aditus). The value of the height hF is at a
maximum in the Protympanum, minimum in the Aditus and has mean values in the
Tympanic cavity;
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Figure 1. The F-cell is shaped as a parallelepiped with a square base of side lF and height hF; the
D-cell is shaped as a parallelepiped with a square base of side lD and height hD.

- Homogenous unistratified epithelium made up of pavement cells of dominant dimension
parallel to the basal membrane and constant minimal dimension hD perpendicular to
the basal membrane (Figure 1). This is the epithelium of the mucosa covering the
Antrum (central cavity of fixed geometry), and the peripheral cavities of the ME (mastoid
and petrous)—ME of variable geometry.
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By correlating the anatomic (macroscopic) and histologic and cytologic (microscopic) points
of view, we can conclude that the ME has a dual structure as follows:

- An anatomic macroscopic support, of constant geometry (immutable) throughout the course
of life, for a F heterogenous epithelium, pseudo-unistratified and unistratified, but with a
prism-shaped pattern and completely defined mean sizes (see the geometric modeling that
follows). This represents an epithelial surface AF of constant size throughout life, of
mean thickness hF, also constant throughout life.

- An anatomic macroscopic support, of variable geometry (increasing size in all three dimen-
sions, with a completely defined growth rate), for a D homogenous epithelium, of constant
thickness hD. This represents an epithelial surface AD of constant thickness hD, increasing
surface with a completely defined growth rate. We will define the growth rate as an
analytic function of the growth rate of total body mass of an individual and also of the
state of the D-cell population state of health expressed in statistical terms.

Thus, these two regions of the epithelium of the ME mucosa are completely defined
by the following geometric parameters: epithelial areas AF and AD; epithelial thickness (height)
hF and hD. The existence of these two regions is necessary and sufficiently established by
the necessity of the two thermodynamic systems εT and MT to exchange mechanical work
to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, opposing the existing pressure difference ∆pσ [3–5].
The geometric properties specific to each epithelial area, (8) and (9), reflect the F and D
functions they fulfill:

F = F(AF, hF) (8)

D = D(AD, hD) (9)

Establishing a correspondence between the regions and the two Organs F and D is
reduced to establishing a connection between the physical-physiological processes involved
and the geometric characteristics of F and D epithelium (the constant of AF area, progressive
growth of AD area and the inequality hF > hD). This correspondence will, in turn, answer
all of the following questions:

- Why is the area AF constant throughout life?
- Why is the area AD increasing simultaneously to the increase in body mass?
- Why are there circumstances when AD stops growing?
- Why does the inequality hF > hD even exist?

3. Results

The geometric-statistical-probabilistic model of the macroscopic and microscopic anatomic
structure of the ME and its ventilation function is a completely formalized system and the
answer to the previously stated questions will be interpreted as solutions to numerical ap-
plications of this mathematic model. We need numerical values for the discussed geometric
measures: AF, AD, hF and hD. Foror hF and hD, since a direct measurement on histologic
samples for AF and AD was possible, a geometric-statistical model of the temporal bone (TB)
corresponding to the newborn and an identical model corresponding to an adult were used.
This geometric model of the TB started from assimilating the neuro-cranium to a sphere whose
internal and external radius were obtained by statistical analysis of numerical values previ-
ously published in the literature [7–11]. From these, we have extracted the regular geometrical
shape assimilated to the TB (Figure 2). For such a regular shape, all sizes can be calculated at
any given time. In both situations (direct measurement or geometric-statistical model), the
mean numerical values were used since these have the optimal statistical relevance.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional representation of the fixed geometry middle-ear and inner-ear according
to the geometric model of the temporal bone.

The F-cell is modeled as a parallelepiped with a square base of side lF and height hF:

lF = 1.8 × 10−3 [cm] (10)

hF = 3.75 × 10−3 [cm] (11)

The D-cell is modeled as a parallelepiped with a square base of side lD and height hD:

lD = 2.6 × 10−3 [cm] (12)

hD = 4.5 × 10−4 [cm] (13)

The base surface SD is

SD = (lD)2 = 6.76 × 10−6 [cm2] (14)

In newborns (nb), the numerical values of the areas AF = AF
nb and AD = AD

nb are:

AF
nb = 8.79

[
cm2

]
(15)

AD
nb = 21.99

[
cm2

]
(16)

In adults, the numerical values of the areas AF and AD are:

AF = AF
nb= AF

a = 8.79
[
cm2

]
(17)

AD
a = 160.02

[
cm2

]
(18)

In newborns, the total volume Vε of middle-ear cavities is Vnb
ε

Vnb
ε = 2.06

[
cm3

]
(19)

In adults, the total volume Vε of middle-ear cavities is Va
ε

Va
ε = 12.42

[
cm3

]
(20)
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These values are similar to those previously reported in the literature after processing
various CT images of the TB [19–25].

The area AD of height hD is composed of a finite number nSD of functional units (D-cells)
equal to:

nSD =
AD

SD (21)

SD = (lD)2 = 6.76 × 10−6 [cm2] (22)

This number nSD is in fact the numerical value of the D-cell population (the ND cardinal
of the statistic D-population). The area AF of height hF acts as a single functional unit. A
functional unit SD produces* in the interval τ, the energy QD

i which it transforms with η
efficiency into useful mechanical work LD

Ui
[1].

η =
Luse f ul

Lconsumed
=

Quse f ul

Qconsumed
=

QD
Ui

QD
i

=
LD

Ui

LD
i

(23)

η ≤ 0.27 (24)

LD
Ui

= ηQD
i = QD

Ui
(25)

Thus, according to [21], the area AD will produce* the useful energy QD
U :

QD
U =

QD
Ui

AD

SD (26)

QD
U = nSD ·QD

Ui
=

nSD

∑
i=1

QD
Ui

(27)

(*the statement relates to actualization of stocked energy within phosphate highly
strained bonds, which means consumption of metabolic energy is not producing it,
in the strictest sense).

The area AF precisely consumes this energy QD
U acting as surface element for the

diffusion of respiratory gases as per Fick’s law. The consumption of energy QD
U is directly

proportional to the thickness hF and inversely proportional to the area AF:

QD
U =

hF

AF =
QD

Ui
AD

SD (28)

Equation (25) gives us the metabolic energy consumption QD
i of one single D-cell as:

QD
i =

1
ηQD

Ui

(29)

From Equation (28), we deduce how the useful consumption of metabolic energy QD
Ui

for each D-cell is an analytical function of the geometric measures discussed for AF, AD, hF

and SD:

QD
Ui

=
hFSD

AF AD (30)

By comparing this consumption in newborns and adults, we will have the following
mathematical expression resulting from (16)–(18) and from the axiom of invariable mean
dimensions of cells throughout extrauterine life:

QDnb
Ui

QDa
Ui

=
hFSD

AF
nb AD

nb
× AF

a AD
a

hFSD =
AD

a

AD
nb

= 7.28 (31)
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QDnb
Ui

QDa
Ui

=
AD

a

AD
nb

= 7.28 (32)

In other words, by increasing the area AD, which means increasing the size of the
peripheral cavitary system of the ME (mastoid and petrous), we can obtain a decrease of 7.28
times in the consumption of metabolic energy by the D-Organ. This means that the growth
of the peripheral cavitary system is a complex functional adapting mechanism to reduce
energy consumption. This function is analogous to the function of the ionic pumps located
in the cellular membrane. As a consequence, the D-Function is mandatorily linked to the
structure of the D-cell membrane. The D-Function represents a completely defined fraction
ΠD of the total area SD of the membrane of the apical pole of the D-Cell (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The apical pole of the D-cell with the two fractions of its surface for D-Function and
F*-Function.

The fraction complementary to ΠD is ΠF*:

ΠF*= 1 − ΠD (33)

The fraction ΠF* of the area SD fulfills the general function F* (permeability of cellular
membrane to respiratory gases; a general function for all cells).

By axiomatic assumption, we consider an equality between the two fractions which
leads us to using (33) to:

ΠD = ΠF* = Π =
1
2

(34)

This results in the general function F* to be defined by the sum AF*

AF* = AF + (Π × AD), (35)

where:
Π =

1
2

(36)

is the numeric value for each of the previously discussed fractions.
By replacing AF with the sum AF* in (31), after replacing with the equalities (16)–(18),

the expression (31) then becomes:

QDnb
Ui

QDa
Ui

=
AF

a AD
a

AF
nb AD

nb
=

(
AF + ΠAD

a
)

AD
a(

AF + ΠAD
nb
)

AD
nb

= 32.661 (37)
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α =

(
AF + ΠAD

a
)(

AF + ΠAD
nb
) = 4.486 (38)

QDnb
Ui

QDa
Ui

= α
AD

a

AD
nb

(39)

AD
a

AD
nb

= 7.28 (40)

In other words, after the previously discussed corrections have been applied (F*), we
can state that the metabolic energy consumption of the D-cell in adults is 32.7 times lower
than in newborns. We should also state that these solutions have been determined by
considering a status-quo previously experimentally ascertained [6–18] as follows:

- The constant numerical value of epithelial area AF ((15) and (17));
- The growth of epithelial area AD, expressed by the inequation AD

a/AD
nb > 1;

- The uneven thickness of epithelium F and D, expressed by the inequality hF > hD.

This state of fact represents the subject to previously formulated questions. The
mathematical expressions and their solutions are the justified answers to these questions.
We have proven that the two epithelial areas, F and D, reflect in a necessary and sufficient
way the F and D functions of the two homonymous organs. We can state with reasonable
proof that:

- The D-Organ is the epithelium of the mucosa covering the Antrum (central cavity of the
ME) and the peripheral cavities (mastoid and petrous);

- The F-Organ is the epithelium of the mucosa covering the Protympanum, Tympanic cavity
and Additus (central cavities of the ME).

4. Discussions

The dynamics of the biological pump D are completely defined by the volume flow
VOD. Generally speaking, the biological pump D is the D-Cell itself. Between the useful
consumption of metabolic energy QD

Ui of the D-cell (30) and the volume flow VOD produced
by this cell, there is a directly proportional rapport. The mathematical expression of the
volume flow VOD is:

VOD =
V∆

nSDτ
=

V∆SD

ADτ
(41)

where:

- nSD is the total number of D-Cells according to (21);
- V∆ is the volume corresponding to the mas m∆ or to the number of mols ν∆ which is the

object of simultaneous transfer between the two thermodynamic systems εT and MT via
exchange of useful mechanical work within the time interval τ [4]:

V∆ =
Vε · ∆p

pε
(42)

where Vε and pε are the state parameters of the thermodynamic system εT (volume Vε and
pressure pε) and ∆p is the difference in pressure between the two thermodynamic systems εT

and MT.
An increase in the peripheral cavitary system of the ME (mastoid) is equivalent to an

increase in total volume Vε of ME cavities and as consequence an increase in volume V∆ (42):

Va
∆ = Vnb

∆
Va

ε

Vnb
ε

(43)
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The comparison between the volume flow in adults VOD
a and newborns VOD

nb is given
by the following equation {according to (37)–(39) and (41)}:

VOD
nb

VOD
a

=
Vnb

∆ SD

AD
nbτnb

× AD
a τa

Va
∆SD =

Vnb
∆ × AD

a × τa

Va
∆ × AD

nb × τnb
(44)

VOD
nb

VOD
a

=
QDnb

Ui

QDa
Ui

= α
AD

a

AD
nb

= 32.66 (45)

This means that the volume flow VOD
a, pumped by the D-cell for an adult, is 32.7 times

lower than the volume flow VOD
nb, pumped by the D-cell for a newborn, yet another expression

of adaptive mechanisms to reduce metabolic energy consumption necessary for achieving the
D-Function. This mechanism is based precisely on the dual macro- and microscopic anatomic
structure of the ME based on its geometric properties AF, AD, hF, hD.

Based on (19), (20), (38) and (43)–(45), the rapport between the time intervals for adults
τa and newborns τnb are completely defined by the following mathematical expression (also
see Table 1):

τa = τnb × α× Va
ε

Vnb
ε

= τnb × 27.047 (46)

Table 1. Time τ for the bilateral transfer of the mass m∆ of gas mix between the two thermodynamic
systems εT and MT.

Gas Type
Diffusion Time [seconds]

O2 CO2 N2 Gas Mix

Diffusion time τO2 τCO2 τN2

τamestec =
(τO2 ·VOF∗

O2 /VOF∗) +
(τCO2 ·VOF∗

CO2 /VOF∗) +
(τN2 ·VOF∗

N2 /VOF∗)
Newborn 6.61 0.365 12.36 3.71

Adult 178.78 9.87 334.3 100.344

The increase in this time interval in which the exchange of mechanical work takes
place between the two thermodynamic systems [4] is the key to providing a definitive and
reasoned answer to capital question: why does the peripheral cavitary system of the ME (the
mastoid) grow?

Since both organs, F and D perform mechanical work which becomes trading coin
between two thermodynamic systems, thus providing thermodynamic equilibrium, the two
organs F and D can be defined by a process physical quantity, which is a function of the
mechanical work and time, called Power P:

P =
LU
τ

(47)

An increase in time τ determines a decrease in installed power of the two organs F and
D (47).

That is why the mastoid grows!
An increase in the peripheral cavitary system of the ME is an anatomic-physiological

adaptive mechanism, governed by the laws of physics (the laws of perfect gases and the princi-
ples of thermodynamics), by which the installed power of the two organs F and D significantly
and simultaneously decreases. As such, the necessary energy consumption for achieving
D-Organ function decreases and the saved energy is made available for other cellular func-
tions. A decrease in the installed power of the F-Organ is reflected by a decrease in the flow
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of diffusion for respiratory gas mix. The flow is inversely proportional to time τ and the latter
is increased by mastoid growth:

τa = 27.047·τnb (48)

This provides the answer for the question: why is the area AF constant throughout
life? We have already shown that the area AF of the epithelium F performing the F-Function
is the constant term of the sum in (35) and represents the total surface through which real
diffusion of gases takes place (F*-Function). By using the equalities in (38), (43) and (46) to
compare the volume flow VOF* of the diffusion F* in adults VOF∗

a and the volume flow VOF∗
nb

of the diffusion F* in newborns we conclude that volume flow in adults is 22.3% lower than in
newborns (also see Table 2):

VOF∗
a =

Va
∆

τa
(49)

VOF∗
nb =

Vnb
∆

τnb
(50)

VOF∗
a

VOF∗
nb

=
Va

∆
τa
× τnb

Vnb
∆

(51)

VOF∗
a =

VOF∗
nb
α

=
1
α
×VOF∗

nb (52)

1
α
= 0.223 (53)

Table 2. Mean Volume Flow over 24 h for the real diffusion (F*) of respiratory gases from the
Middle-ear cavities to the internal environment of the human body.

Volume Flow [cm3/24 h]

Gas Type O2 CO2 N2 Total Gas Mix

Newborn 110.87 2317.97 858.87 3287.71
Adult 102.67 2146.44 795.31 2254.55

Comparing the total diffusion area AF∗
a through which total diffusion F* is achieved

in adults, and the corresponding area AF∗
nb in newborns, shows through its mathematical

expression resulted from (38) that AF*
a is 4.5 times larger than AF*

nb.

AF∗
a = AF + Π · AD

a (54)

AF∗
nb = AF + Π · AD

nb (55)

AF∗
a

AF∗
nb

=
AF + ΠAD

a

AF + ΠAD
nb

= α = 4.486 (56)

The results of the comparisons above are apparently paradoxical:
There is a decrease in real diffusion flow F* (F*-Function) concomitant with an increase

in total real diffusion area AF* (35) by 4.5 times.
This completes the demonstration regarding the decrease in Installed power of the

F*-Organ, through:

- Growth of the peripheral cavitary system of the ME (mastoid) (40), (32), (16), (18);
- Constant value (invariability) of the other segments of the ME (17).

The intuitive image on the amplitude of decrease in Installed power of the F*-Organ
is best depicted as follows: if the diffusion surface increases 4.5 times (56), and is directly
proportional to the diffusion flow, an apparently paradoxical decrease (by 22.3%) in the
flow ((52) and (53)), signifies a decrease in Power P (47) caused by an increase in time period τ
((46) and (48)), since useful mechanical work LU

F* is directly proportional to flow: LU
F*~VOF*.
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We consider that a more plastic description of the physical phenomena involved is
necessary. As an example, everyone notices that after going for a day at the beach, the
parent’s inflatable mattress deflates annoyingly slower that the child’s inflatable beach ball
even though both valves have the same caliber. This valve situation is similar to the constant
diffusion area AF (F-Organ) throughout life. This underlines the relationship between time
and volume, perceived as physical parameters. The mattress deflates slower which means
that the physical process parameter called Power is small and inversely proportional to time.
The inflatable ball is at least 10 times smaller and has more Power, thus deflating faster.

This analogy depicts the most accessible parameter of the two thermodynamic systems
we discussed (εT—adult and εT—newborn)—total volume Vε of ME cavities for adults Va

ε (20)
and newborns Vnb

ε (19).
The equalities (19), (20), (57), (42), (43), (46), (47) and (48) constitute formalizations of

this global comparison which helps us represent the objective cause of ME peripheral cavity
system volume growth.

Finally, this objective cause is the need for a decrease in useful metabolic energy QD
Ui

consumed by each D-Cell in order to accomplish its task of biological energy consuming pump.
The increase in the peripheral cavitary system of the ME is an anatomic-physiological

mechanism to accomplish a decrease in energy use for D-cells. This signifies an increase in
total volume of the cavity (increase in the sum of all constituting volumes). These cavities
are layered with unicellular epithelium made up of D-cells. The macroscopic anatomic
support for the D-Epithelium comprises basal membrane; lamina propria; submucosa; and
periosteum; bone. The tridimensional growth of this anatomic support is strictly controlled
by the multiplying process of the D-Cells (the increase in D-cell population equivalent to
the increase in the Epithelial Area AD).

The D-cell population on the surface of the Antrum is constant throughout the post-
natal life or, in other words, a new generation constantly replaces the old one (this area is
one of the terms in the constant sum AF (15) and (17)).

(AF = AProtympanum + ATympanic cavity + AAditus + AAntrum)

Topographically, the Antrum belongs to the fixed geometry middle-ear but functionally
to the D-Organ.

The thermodynamic systems εT and MT are comprised of the ε mixture of σ respiratory
gas types; thus, the D-Organ is comprised of σ species of pumps corresponding to the gas
species. The dynamics and kinematics of each species of pump is governed by Dalton’s
Law of partial pressures (in a mixture of non-reacting gases, the total pressure exerted is
equal to the sum of the partial pressures of the individual gases).

We only have to answer one more vital question: why does the peripheral cavity
system of the middle-ear (the mastoid) stop growing? The answer will come by objectively
analyzing the cause of its growth. This is an interaction between the laws of physics and the
D-cell population. The only factor that could be considered inconsistent in this relationship
is the D-cell population which can be either healthy (normal) or afflicted (abnormal). Thus,
we conclude that the health of the D-cell population is the necessary and sufficient condition
for proper functioning of the aforementioned mechanism. Depending on the physiological
state of each D-cell, the increase in D-cell population proves to be:

- Useful (decreases the cell energy consumption); or
- Useless, (does not decrease the cell energy consumption) at which point there is a

process cessation.

The usefulness is measured by decreasing the installed power of the D-Organ or de-
creasing the energy consumption of each D-cell separately. The moment when the growth
of the D-cell population is annulled is the moment when the maximum ratio of afflicted
D-cells is reached. Starting here, an increase in D-cell population will no longer decrease the
installed power of the D-Organ or the energy consumption of each D-cell separately.
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This means that determining the maximum ratio of afflicted D-cells yj
MAX is extremely

important. The key to solving this problem is the fraction Π and its numeric value. As
previously demonstrated, each of the functions D and F* have a fraction (ΠD and ΠF*)
completely defined by the lumen membrane surface of the D-cell, and the two fractions are
complementary ((33) and (34)). This leads to:

ΠD = ΠF* = Π =
1
2

(57)

We consider axiomatically that Π = 1
2 . This numeric value of Π has the following

significance (Figure 4):

1. Determines the numeric values of the ratio xj of healthy D-cells within the D-cell population:

xmax
j = 2Π = 1 = 100% (58)

xmin
j = 1−Π = 0.5 = 50% (59)

2. Determines the numeric values of the ratio yj of afflicted D-cells:

ymax
j = 1− xmin

j = 1− (1−Π) = 0.5 = 50% (60)

ymin
j = 1− xmax

j = 1− 2Π = 0 = 0% (61)

3. The determinations above are based on the sufficiently substantiated expression:

xj = 1− yj (62)
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Given the relations between the three terms: Π, xj and yj, we determine yj
MAX by

solving a system of first-degree algebraic equations. This system enunciates the follow-
ing problem:

- For which numeric value of Π*, the ratio of metabolic energy consumption QD
Uit1 and

QD
Uit2 of the D-cell, measured at two different moments t1 and t2, becomes equal to 1

(one) (QD
Uit1 = QD

Uit2) (QD
Uit1/QD

Uit2 = 1) (no decrease in energy consumption), and
during the considered interval the area AD increased by one unit [1 cm2] (AD + 1)?
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In other words,

- For which numeric value of Π*, the increase in the D-cell population (AD + 1) {(12), (14),
(21) and (22)} becomes useless since it determines no decrease in energy consumption
for each D-cell separately or no decrease in installed power for the whole of the D-Organ?

The system of first-degree algebraic equations is:

yMAX
j = Π · (1−Π∗) (63)

xMIN
j = 1− (1−Π∗) ·Π (64)

QD
Uit1

QD
Uit2

= 1 (65)

where:
according to Equations (28), (30), (54), (35), (17) and to equalities:

AF
t1
= AF

t2
= AF (66)

AF∗
t1

= AF
t1
+ Π · AD

t1
(67)

which derive from (17), (54) and (35)

QD
Uit1

=
hF · SD(

AF + Π · AD
t1

)
AD

t1

(68)

and according to equalities
AD

t2
= AD

t1
+ 1 (69)

AF∗
t2

= AF + Π∗ × AD
t2

(70)

QD
Uit2

=
hF · SD[

AF + Π∗
(

AD
t1
+ 1
)](

AD
t1
+ 1
) (71)

the Equation (65) becomes:

QD
Uit1

QD
Uit2

=

[
AF + Π∗

(
AD

t1
+ 1
)](

AD
t1
+ 1
)

(
AF + Π× AD

t1

)
AD

t1

= 1 (72)

From (72), we extract Π*:

Π∗ =
AD

t1

(
AF + Π · AD

t1

)
− AF

(
AD

t1
+ 1
)

(
AD

t1
+ 1
)2 = 0.4408 (73)

According to equalities (16), (17) and the axiomatically established equality (74):

AD
t1
= AD

nb = 21.99 (74)

The solutions to the equation systems are:

Π∗ = 0.4408 (75)

from (63) and (75) results
yMAX

j = Π(1−Π∗) = 0.28 (76)
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from (64) and (75) results

xMIN
j = 1− (1−Π∗) ·Π = 0.72 (77)

The answer to the question: why does the mastoid stop growing? as seen on X-ray
or CT-scans, the reason is that at least 28% of the cell of the Danaid Organ [4] are afflicted,
thus rendering the further growth useless in terms of metabolic energy saving. This is a
permanent state—the growth process will never restart. We can now postulate that between
the state of the D-Organ (health/disease) and its growth, there is a direct causal connection
as follows:

D-Organ Health→ME Mucosa Health→ Large Mastoid (pneumatic) (78)

D-Organ Disease→ME Mucosa Disease→ Small Mastoid (diploic; sclerotic) (79)

This connection is also a statistic direct causal link, thus completely quantitatively
defined which is extremely important for ME pathology and clinical follow-up.

The answer to the question: which came first, the disease or the anatomic conformation
of the mastoid? is easily enounced as follows: the growth of the mastoid takes place for as
long as the ratio of afflicted D-cells stays between 0% and 27%, and the growth stops when
the ratio is between 28% and 50%.

The state of the D-Organ (health or disease) can be statistically quantitatively defined
(Figure 5). The two states are complementary and able to coherently and noncontradictory
explain the chronic inflammatory pathology of the ME. In other words, the state of the ME
mucosa is completely determined by the state of the D-Organ.
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Figure 5. The complementary states of the D-Organ (middle-ear mucosa).

A three-dimensional representation of the ME within the temporal bone is necessary
to determine the positioning of the D and F-Organ. The temporal bone is modeled as a
compounded regular geometric solid, formed by two other regular geometric solids: a right
pyramid with a triangular base and a spherical crown. This compounded geometry resembles a
thumbtack (Figure 6).
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The F-Organ is the invariable geometry ME (fixed geometry), compounded regular
geometric solid formed of four regular coaxial tangent geometric solids (Figure 2):

1. One truncated cone (Protympanum);
2. One cylinder (Tympanic cavity);
3. One right prism with a triangular base (Aditus);
4. One cube (Antrum);

- All these solids share a symmetry axis;
- This axis is identical to the line representing the collinear heights of the pyramid and

the spherical crown (also constituting the symmetry axis of the thumbtack);
- Thus, the fixed geometry ME (F-Organ) is a cavity with shape described above, a

cavity within the thumbtack (the temporal bone) (Figure 2).

The D-Organ is the variable geometry ME (peripheral cavities of the ME); the inner space
of the thumbtack is delimited as follows (Figure 7):
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Figure 7. Three-dimensional rapport between the temporal bone of the adult and the fixed geometry
middle-ear cavities, on an axial section of the two regular geometric coaxial compound bodies. The
image defines within the section plan the space available for the existence of the middle-ear peripheral
cavity system (mastoid and petrous), also defined as the space available for the existence of variable
geometry middle-ear (Danaid Organ).

1. On the exterior by the lateral total surface of the thumbtack.
2. On the interior by the lateral total surface of the fixed geometry ME (central or axial

cavities of the ME).

The geometric model of the temporal bone (in adults) shows the following endo-temporal
spatial structure expressed by the numeric values of its topographic division’s ratios
(Figure 8).

1. The segment around the Protimpanum represents 7% of the D-cell population;
2. The segment around the Tympanic cavity represents 18% of the D-cell population;
3. The segment around the Aditus represents 10% of the D-cell population;
4. The segment around the Antrum represents 65% of the D-cell population.

The endo-temporal spatial structure of the D-Organ is the second statistic quantitative
measure that completely defines the state of the organ and consequently the health state of
the ME mucosa (the first being the ration of afflicted D-cells), which is extremely important
in otology practice.
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Figure 8. Endo-temporal three-dimensional representation of the D-Organ expressed by numerical
values of the weight of its topographic divisions: (a) segment around the Protympanum 7% of
D-cell population; (b) segment around the Tympanic cavity 18%; (c) segment around the Aditus 10%;
(d) segment around the Antrum 65%.

The mastoid air cell system (MACS) spreads widely and irregularly inside the pyramid-
shaped temporal bone and is therefore very difficult to measure directly. Middle-ear
pathology and the subsequent hearing loss are two of the most serious problems confronting
the otologist and could be caused by a number of clinical and environmental factors [26].
Understanding the pneumatization and anatomic layout is paramount for successfully
draining inflammatory lesions. The distribution of middle-ear mucosa lesions is 10% for
lesions localized in the anterior and 90% of posterior lesions to a frontal conventionally
drawn geometric plan running through the middle of the tympanic cavity, dividing the
axial and coaxial spaces of the ME (by ME we understand the sum of protympanum and
the cells around it, tympanic cavity with corresponding cells, aditus and antrum with
peri-adital cells, mastoid antrum with peri-antral cells) into two segments, anterior and
posterior, to the defined geometric plan [27,28].

A number of methods for measuring the size of mastoid pneumatization have been
reported: the water-weight method, pressurized transducer method and planimetric
method [24,29,30]. The development of radiology has opened new windows into assessing
the volume of the mastoid cells and a positive correlation between volume and surface
area of MACS has been shown [29,31]. The volume of interconnected air cells is difficult to
measure and planimetric [10,25,31–33] and volumetric [10,25,30,34–37] methods have been
used. Byun et al. use software manipulated computed tomography scans of 54 normal TBs
to conclude that the range of volume and surface area of the MACS is wide even in subjects
with normal ME and this large variation should be considered when studying the volume
or surface of MACS [24].

In accordance with our conclusions, the study by Sadé and Fuchs [38] reports that
cholesteatomas in the attic and mastoid are mainly associated to poorly pneumatized
mastoids (sclerotic or diploic), in both adults and children and cholesteatomas of the
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tympanic cavity, with an intact TM (congenital cholesteatomas) [39] usually associate to
pneumatized mastoid processes.

Csakany et al. [25] also report that functional volume of MACS in children with otitis
media with effusion acts as a pressure buffer and the surface area for gas exchange is
small, which has a negative effect on mastoid pneumatization. The size of pneumatiza-
tion may also be associated with the propensity of the epithelium to opportunistically
expend [40,41]. A study by Zhao et al. [21] reports a mean volume of TB pneumatization
of 1.17 ± 0.44 mL under 1 year of age and 6.81 ± 1.93 mL in adults similar to our calcu-
lations of 2.06 mL in newborns and 12.42 mL in adults. Schillinger et al. [40] states that
pneumatization ceases after puberty whilst other studies claim that it continues throughout
life at different rates [32,37,40,42,43]. Diamant et al. [8] advocate for the genetic theory
(endogenous hypothesis) of mastoid pneumatization whilst other authors such as Wittmaack [7]
support the environmental theory (exogenous hypothesis) which states that the degree of
epithelization is influenced by external factors such as by episoded of otitis media or tubal
disorders during childhood. The authors of the present article advocate for the exogenous
theory and all previous, present or future works will aim in proving its validity.

5. Conclusions

The F-Organ performs the F-Function, is localized within the first three central cavities or
fixed geometry cavities of the ME-Protympanum, Tympanic cavity and Aditus ad antrum and is
formed of the epithelium mucosa lining of these cavities.

The D-Organ is localized within the Antrum (axial cavity of fixed geometry) and within
the peripheral variable geometry cavities-mastoid and petrous cells. It is formed of the epithelium
of the mucosa lining these cavities.

The D-Organ can be found in one of the two complementary states, health or disease,
and determines the health/disease status of the entire mucosa in the ME. These comple-
mentary states are completely defined by statistic quantitative parameters and represent
random mass phenomena governed by normal law of distribution of Gauss-Laplace. The essen-
tial characteristic of random mass phenomena is the tendency towards constant occurrence
frequency or prevalence within a given general statistical population.

The relationship between the health status of the D-Organ and the health status of the ME
mucosa is one of cause→ effect. The same relationship exists between the disease status of the
D-Organ and the disease status of the ME mucosa. Both are statistic causal relationships.

The two states of the D-Organ are the two complementary events of a certain event called
the existence of the D-Organ.

The health status of the D-Organ is based on the presence of a number of healthy D-cells
(D-function active at an optimal level) and ratio within the closed interval [0.73; 1] and
a number of diseased D-cells (D-function abolished) and ratio within the closed interval
[0; 0.27]. The health status of the D-Organ determines:

1. An increase in D-cell numbers (mastoid growth);
2. A decrease in metabolic energy consumption of the D-cell for performing the

D-function;
3. The optimal function, independent of time, of the D-Organ and of each healthy D-cell

(no risk of malfunction, reliability R, R(t) = 1).

The disease status of the D-Organ is based on the presence of a number of diseased
D-cells (D-function abolished) and ratio within the closed interval [0.28; 0.5], and a number of
healthy D-cells (D-function active) and ratio within the closed interval [0.5; 0.72]. The disease
status of the D-Organ determines:

1. The stopping of mastoid growth (stopping the increase in D-cell population);
2. An increase in metabolic energy consumption of the healthy D-cells for performing

the D-function;
3. Fatigue or aging of the D-function of healthy D-cells as the subject grows older [rick

of malfunction, reliability R, R(t)→ 0)]. The attrition finally leads to abolishing the
D-function of all the initially healthy D-cells. In other words, the disease status of the
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D-Organ is evolving (gets worst in time) and this process ends when all D-cells become
diseased (defective-D-function abolished) and the entire D-Organ will be non-functional
or defective. The ultimate physiological expression of this process is the abolishment
of the ventilation function of the ME.

The relationships between the two states of the D-Organ (health-disease) is statistically
causal and consequently the same relationships govern the ME mucosa. Diseased ME
mucosa results from irreversible lesions of the D-cells, which abolishes the D-function; all
other functions of the cells remain intact. The irreversible lesion determines chronic disease-
chronic otitis media by generating chronic inflammation (abnormal inflammatory response
of the tissues by self-maintenance of specific inflammatory reactions) and continuous
clinical aggravation.

By comparison, an acute otitis media determines an acute inflammatory reaction (normal
response of tissues) which ends once the causing agent is eliminated. Thus, an acute otitis
media develops on normal mucosa (healthy ME) and once it is healed, leaves behind the
same normal mucosa (totally reversible phenomenon to previous healthy ME status). We
conclude that there is no relation between the appearance of acute otitis media and chronic
otitis media. We also conclude that the term, inflammatory chronic disease of the middle-ear
mucosa (ICD-MEM), is a much more suitable term for defining all clinical types of chronic
otitis media.
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